2020 marked a season of challenges unlike any we could have imagined. The reality of a global pandemic brought questions, uncertainty and fear.

But despite the darkness many of us felt, the light of hope is shining through.

From texas tech university, we are proud to bring you fearless. A podcast featuring the untold stories of the school we love so dearly.

This debut season is about perseverance. It’s about our campus community.

And how we embraced the unknown.

We’re pulling back the curtain of covid, providing the candid conversations that you’re not able to hear anywhere else.

How a nation-wide shutdown pushed the boundaries of research… of innovation and education. Driving our students, faculty and staff to think outside the confines of campus.

From the trials to the triumphs – a community that never stopped believing it’s possible.

Fearless is produced by the texas tech office of communications and marketing. It’s hosted by me, taylor peters, with special help from allison hirth.
Fearless is a texas tech production – from here, it's possible.